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Proximex and BRS Labs Form Strategic Partnership for
Multi-Platform Security Integrations
San Jose, Calif. (Business Wire) – April 9, 2013 – Proximex™, the global leader in physical security
information management (PSIM) and integrated situational intelligence, announced today the integration
of its Surveillint™ solution with BRS Labs’ AISight® system. This new collaboration delivers improved
situational awareness for safety, security, and faster, more easily managed situational response times. The
combination of Surveillint and AISight enables real-time alerting of suspicious behavior for thousands of
video surveillance cameras connected to Surveillint video monitoring systems, access control and other
robust security solutions.
The BRS Labs AISight® system is a patented, award-winning safety and security solution that delivers realtime alerts based on bodies of evidence built automatically from behaviors it observes and recognizes
within any camera’s field of view. This self-learning approach helps users make better, faster safety and
security decisions without overwhelming staff with large numbers of non-critical alerts. Through the
partnership with Proximex, joint customers will benefit from the situational awareness of the Surveillint
solution receiving structured, efficient data, allowing security operators to anticipate, dissect and respond
to threats as they evolve.
“There is a strong synergy between Proximex’s Surveillint™ technology and our own capabilities as the only
intelligent video system that delivers real-time improvements in situational awareness,” says John Convy,
senior vice president of strategic alliances for BRS Labs. “This common vision will help both companies
increase market share and deal size by helping customers protect themselves more completely, while also
maximizing the value of their current investments in infrastructure.”
“The value of our work relies on how beneficial our products and services are for our customers,” says
Larry Lien, vice president of product management at Proximex. “Our partnership with BRS Labs only
enhances our capabilities for helping customers to connect information from disparate systems, helping
them to more quickly and accurately recognize threats and respond faster, and more appropriately.“
Additional benefits of the Proximex and BRS Labs technology integration include real-time retrieval of rich
alert information for trend analysis across multiple sensors, data inputs and audit transparency that details
various actions captured on each alarm. Visit the Proximex booth at ISC West 2013, #22097, for demos of
our innovative technology and to learn more about our robust partner integrations.
About Proximex
Based in San Jose, Calif., Proximex is the global leader in physical security information management (PSIM)
and integrated situational intelligence. Global customers operating in a variety of mission critical
environments applaud Proximex solutions for delivering the fastest set up and deployment, the highest in
scalability, availability and failover capabilities, and the most robust integrations in the industry. Proximex
solutions join and correlate information from disparate security systems into one centralized environment,
thereby transforming massive amounts of data into useable, actionable information. Leveraging the
company’s IT heritage, Proximex solutions integrate physical and logical security systems with network and

health monitoring technologies to catch multi-pronged attacks and relay important business-level
information. For more information, visit www.proximex.com.

About BRS Labs
BRS Labs builds self-learning behavioral recognition software for enhanced video surveillance. These highly
automated solutions dramatically improve situational awareness and incident response across complex
physical environments. This patented artificial intelligence technology accurately identifies potential and
active threats in real-time, deploys quickly, and is inexpensive to operate. Customers use BRS Labs to react
sooner to unfolding safety, security and operational management situations, and to deploy staff more
efficiently. That’s why government agencies and major corporations rely on BRS Labs to protect people,
assets, facilities and borders. BRS Labs is headquartered in Houston, with offices in Washington DC,
London, Sao Paolo and Barcelona.
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